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concerned with teaching them. What is needed is a shorter more
readily digestable tract that can put both teacher and taught onto the
same wavelength.

B. 1. HOFFBRAND,
Whittington Hospital,

London N19.

The Physician: A Professional under Stress
Edited by JOHN P. CALLAN. Pp. xiii + 397, Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Connecticut, 1983. £24.25.

A lot-perhaps too much-is asked of doctors. We have to practice
an uneasy mixture of art and science, compassion and objectivity. In
Britain we are expected to reconcile the economies demanded by the
State with the needs and wishes of the patient. Ian Kennedy and
others accuse us of mystification. Ivan Illich tells us we are
responsible for more disease than Nature is, and that we have lost
respect for humanity in our practice of new technologies. In fact, we
are human-all too human. Little wonder then that we take to
alcohol and drugs, neglect our families, suffer from burnout, get
divorced and commit suicide. There are other difficulties too.
Suppose we are women, or belong to a minority racist group, are
mentally or physically handicapped, or gay? This book tackles these
problems in an interesting way. There are three parts, dealing with
the career of a typical physician: with the troubled physician: and
with the minority physician. Perhaps the most readable sections are
the autobiographical accounts. One's response must be 'There but
for the grace of God go I'.
A recurring theme is the duty to perceive early signs of trouble in

ones colleagues and to try and help before complete breakdown
occurs. Attempts of this kind, however, are often bitterly resented
and rejected especially as some shortfall in professional performance
is implied in such appraisals. Things are often badly wrong by the
time that the 'Three Wise Men Procedures' have been invoked. The
threat of being struck off the Medical Register provides a potent
stimulus to deny intervention however well meaning. Our GMC
'sick doctor' machinery has yet to be fully tested in practice: but it
will be worse than useless if suspicion leads to loss of employability
by the NHS.
A curious omission from the book is the subject of medical

mistakes-certainly the area that stresses one most. To feel that one
has, either by omission or commission, failed to remedy the ills of a
patient who has entrusted his or her care to us, is something hard to
bear. And one serious error ofjudgement can ruin a career.

Nevertheless, this book, which is a compilation of articles by more
than 20 authors, is skilfully put together by the editor, Dr J. P.
Callan, an Associate Professor of Psychiatry in Connecticut, U.S.A.
It should cease to be a 'taboo' subject in Britain too. But a
willingness to listen to others confessing their difficulties must be
accompanied by a willingness to ventilate one's own professional
doubts and disappointments.

G. H. HALL,
Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital,

Exeter EX2 5DW.

Recent Advances in Diabetes. No. 1
Edited by MALCOLM NATTRASS and JULIO V. SANTIAGO. Pp.
ix+ 258, illustrated. Churchill Livingstone, Edinburgh, London,
Melbourne and New York, 1983. £19.50.

The medical media persistently remind us that there are half a
million known diabetics in the United Kingdom and postulate an
equal number ofundiagnosed individuals who have the disease in its
mild form. This high prevalence of diabetes with its associated
morbidity and mortality continues to act as a powerful stimulus for
research not only into possible aetiological factors and new
treatments for the condition, but also into related areas such as
intermediary metabolism, regulatory peptides and circulatory and

microcirculatory disease. The medical literature has now become
super saturated with articles that diabetologists ought to be reading
but have not time, and textbooks offer little in the way ofconsolation
since they rapidly become out of date. Recent Advances in Diabetes
now attempts to help the distressed clinician by highlighting 20
growth areas in the field in a succint and readable fashion. Each
chapter is written by one or more active workers in the area
concerned. Traditional subjects such as the aetiology and definition
of diabetes, methods of achieving better metabolic control, diet and
diabetic pregnancy and neuropathy are accompanied by accounts of
the anatomy of insulin, insulin receptors, the production of human
insulin, the enteroinsular axis and other scientifically orientated
areas.

This book is designed to update diabetic specialists in areas
outside their particular area of interest and it does this in the form of
short, readable and informative chapters. The authors do not
pretend that any subject is dealt with comprehensively (it certainly is
not)-this would be beyond the scope of a publication of this size
and price. I would recommend the book as an enjoyable substitute
for an in-tray full ofdreary review articles or a 3-year subscription to
Index Medicus. Clearly someone wishing to master a corner of
diabetes and call it their own will still have to do it the hard way
despite the help of Nattrass and Santiago-good luck to them!

A. J. BARNES,
Barnet General Hospital,

Barnet EN5 3DJ.

Recent Advances in Histopathology. No. 12
Edited by PETER P. ANTHONY and RODERICK N. M. MACSWEEN.
Pp. 293, illustrated. Churchill Livingstone, Edinburgh, London,
Melbourne, New York, 1984. £18.00.

The appearance of the twelfth volume of Recent Advances in
Histopathology, only 3 years after its predecessor, bears eloquent
testimony to the industry and enthusiasm of its editors. Essentially
the objective that they have set themselves is to make plain how the
practice of histopathology is being enriched by application of new
techniques and new concepts, some ofwhich have originated outside
the field of diagnostic histopathology. Viewed against this back-
ground the book must be judged a success.
As in the previous volume one finds subsumed within the contents

a mixture of chapters, some dealing with basic cell processes, some
with technological advances and others with practical diagnostic
aspects. Amongst so many helpful contributions it is perhaps
invidious to single out any one section, but I must admit to having
been particularly impressed by N. A. Wright's crisply written and
stimulating chapter on 'Cell Proliferation in Health and Disease'. As
one might expect from this publisher the book is well produced and
will give both pleasure and profit to its readers.

NEVILLE WOOLF,
Bland-Sutton Institute of Pathology,

The Middlesex Hospital Medical School,
London WIP 7PP.

Recent Advances in Paediatrics. No. 7
Edited by RoY MEADOW. Pp. ix+ 234, illustrated. Churchill
Livingstone, Edinburgh, London, Melbourne, New York, 1984.
£18.00.

The book is a delight to read. The choice oftopics will ensure a wide
interest, and the authors have been successfully selected by Professor
Meadow for their ability to write clearly and attractively. The high
standard is well maintained and each of the twelve topics is well
referenced.
Three chapters consider the newer insights into genetics, carrier

detection and screening. Predominantly practical aspects are consi-
dered in relation to paediatric hypertension, infant wheezing
anticonvulsant therapy and diet in diabetes in another four. There is
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